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In North-East Asia, the United States maintains alliances with Japan and South Korea and extends nuclear deterrence to them. Yet it no longer maintains forward-deployed nuclear weapons in the region. The lack of any US nuclear presence is one of the most notable characteristics of the deterrence and defence posture of the US alliances in the region, and contrasts strongly with the fact that all the other regional players—namely, China, North Korea and Russia—possess nuclear weapons.  

Two more major factors need to be taken into account. First, China, North Korea and Russia are all modernising and expanding their nuclear arsenals in one way or another, raising questions as to whether the current deterrence and defence posture of the US–Japan and US–Korea alliances remains adequate. Second, the balance of military power in North-East Asia and the wider Western Pacific region between the US and its allies on the one hand, and China on the other, is rapidly changing in favour of the latter, which raises questions about the credibility and sustainability of the US commitment to the region.

1 Whereas China and Russia are nuclear weapon states recognised by the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), North Korea is only a de facto nuclear state, and is not allowed to have nuclear weapons under the NPT. Yet the fact remains that North Korea possesses nuclear weapons.
Against this background, it is no surprise that the level of interest in the region on issues related to extended deterrence by the US and the role of nuclear weapons is on the rise. This chapter examines how the US and its allies have sought to maintain the credibility of extended deterrence, particularly in the context of the US–Japan and US–South Korea alliances, looking at the history and the characteristics of their postures and approaches to consultation and cooperation in the nuclear domain. Possible prospects of post-INF Treaty challenges and US nuclear modernisation will also be explored at the end of the chapter.

The Myth of the Asia Model

It is commonplace to argue that, unlike the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) model of nuclear deterrence that in part relies on the forward deployment of US tactical nuclear weapons on allied territories, the Asian model lacks such a physical element. This is currently correct, although the degree to which NATO’s deterrence posture relies on its unique system of nuclear sharing beyond symbolism is debatable; the alliance’s security is ultimately guaranteed by US strategic weapons. The US, however, did maintain nuclear weapons in North-East Asia for a substantial period during the Cold War. A nuclear weapons deployment in South Korea began in 1958 and lasted until as late as 1991.\(^2\) The US also deployed a number of nuclear weapons in Okinawa until the island’s reversion to Japan in 1972. Indeed, Okinawa saw one of the earliest deployments of nuclear weapons outside the US mainland, in December 1954.\(^3\) Since Okinawa at that time was under US control, it was not considered a deployment to Japan. Yet the deterrence posture of the Japan–US alliance was underpinned by the presence of nuclear weapons in Okinawa as well as the deployment of non-nuclear components on mainland Japan, such as aircraft that were supposed to deliver nuclear warheads in wartime. That was the ‘Cold War East Asian model’.\(^4\) Without a reliable intercontinental ballistic missile capability, the role of forward-deployed tactical and theatre nuclear weapons was more prominent in the 1950s and 1960s.

---


Further, US surface vessels as well as submarines were believed to be routinely carrying nuclear weapons during the Cold War. Due to the US policy of neither confirming nor denying the location of its nuclear weapons, it was not clear which vessels were carrying what number of nuclear weapons at any given moment. However, that US vessels and submarines did carry nuclear weapons constituted an important element of allied deterrence posture in the region. These vessels visited allied ports including those in Japan on a regular basis.

Unlike NATO, the US did not introduce a nuclear-sharing arrangement in Asia. Yet the alliance deterrence posture in the US alliances with Japan and South Korea used to be dependent, at least partly, on forward-deployed nuclear weapons. Therefore, the dichotomy between the NATO and Asian models is not as clear-cut as it first appears.\(^5\)

**The Consultative Approach**

Nonetheless, one of the biggest differences between the European and East Asian models of extended deterrence was the degree of institutionalisation of nuclear consultation. While NATO has a highly institutionalised mechanism for nuclear consultation, called the Nuclear Planning Group (NPG), both US–Japan and US–Korea alliances had long lacked a similar mechanism. The Obama administration, together with Tokyo and Seoul, agreed to institute bilateral dialogue on nuclear issues as part of the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). One of the aims of such dialogue was to discuss the retirement of the Tomahawk Land Attack Missile – Nuclear (TLAM-N) and the issues of modernising dual-capable aircraft before decisions are made.\(^6\) Such efforts were pertinent in light of the fact that ‘some US allies in Asia’ were expressing concerns about the retirement of the TLAM-N.\(^7\)

---


From an American perspective, it was largely a misunderstanding that the credibility of US extended nuclear deterrence was heavily dependent on the TLAM-N, which was believed to be more or less redundant. It was, therefore, in America’s own interest to ‘educate’ the allies, by sharing more information about the workings of US nuclear deterrence. One could argue that the logic that brought about the establishment of the NPG in NATO in the 1960s worked again vis-a-vis Japan and South Korea, in the sense that Americans ‘were convinced that they could change their allies’ positions by changing their minds, and this change could come through a nuclear education’. Crucially, the Japanese and Koreans were also eager to understand the thinking and mechanisms underpinning US nuclear deterrence strategy.

It was thus natural that the nuclear dialogue that had started in the run-up to the 2010 NPR continued and became institutionalised as an Extended Deterrence Dialogue with Japan and Extended Deterrence Policy Committee with South Korea, the latter renamed the Extended Deterrence Strategy and Consultation Group. These dialogue sessions have included not just normal policy dialogues, but also tabletop exercises and visits to US bases where the country’s strategic assets are housed. While not much has been revealed to the public about the nature and result of those dialogues, judging from the fact that the dialogue frameworks have continued, it seems reasonable to assume that both the US and its allies have found them a useful, if still modest and largely invisible, pillar of the alliances.

Towards a New Nuclear(-Related) Cooperation

However, talks are just talks. One could argue that what gives credibility to the alliance deterrence posture are the physical elements. Also, it is undeniable that there is an element of ‘the grass is always greener on the

---


other side’—meaning that some Asians, including Japanese and Koreans, regard the nuclear-sharing arrangement in NATO with a measure of envy (which is somewhat ironic given that an increasing number of Europeans regard NATO’s nuclear sharing as obsolete).\textsuperscript{11} Calls to introduce an Asian NPG are also popular in some quarters in Asia.\textsuperscript{12} In addition, there are calls for a (re)deployment of US tactical nuclear weapons on their soils in view of a NATO-like arrangement of nuclear sharing in South Korea and, to a lesser extent, Japan. At least for the foreseeable future, it is highly unlikely for such an arrangement to be established between the US and Japan or South Korea, since the US would not see it as having any strategic rationale or imperative. When calling for the deployment of US tactical nuclear weapons or nuclear sharing, the concrete objectives to be achieved through such measures need to be defined in a realistic way. Those arrangements cannot be a panacea for the threats and challenges from China or North Korea. Still, given the delicate and psychological nature of deterrence, simply saying that strategic weapons based in the US would do the entire job may not be always sufficient. Some ‘visibility’ may be needed in maintaining the credibility of deterrence.\textsuperscript{13}

Short of nuclear sharing, various other possibilities of allied involvement in US nuclear operations can be envisaged, some of which have already been taking place in the US–Japan and US–South Korea contexts. The most visible of those in recent years is joint training involving US strategic bombers, including the B-1B, B-2 and B-52. US bombers have been flying in the region for decades, but recently they have been used as a tool of strategic messaging to North Korea, evidenced by the fact that the US has been flying such aircraft mainly following North Korea’s nuclear and ballistic missile tests. Japanese and South Korean fighters have escorted US bombers more frequently in recent years. Based on what has already been done, the countries involved could think of more substantial involvement in possible nuclear missions beyond escorting.

The challenge of making joint training with US bombers more substantial is also related to the fact that the US seems to be using its strategic bombers more widely, meaning that the US now conducts joint training with an

\textsuperscript{11} Michito Tsuruoka, ‘Why the NATO Nuclear Debate is Relevant to Asia and Vice Versa’, \textit{Policy Brief}, German Marshall Fund of the United States, October 2010.
\textsuperscript{12} Chuck Hagel et al., \textit{Preventing Nuclear Proliferation and Reassuring America’s Allies}, Task Force Report, Chicago Council on Global Affairs, February 2021.
increasing number of countries, including non-allies. In the context of its new concept of Dynamic Force Employment, strategic bomber operations are more active across the globe, involving not just formal allies, but also partners like India and Ukraine. A B-1B bomber landed in India for the first time in February 2021, escorted by Indian Air Force Tejas fighters. Tokyo certainly does not have any objection to the US cooperating with those countries, but some cannot help wondering whether the meaning of joint training with US bombers is being diluted: is it no longer special? Extended ‘nuclear’ deterrence has long been thought of as the ‘premium content’ of US extended deterrence, not (explicitly) extended to all the allies. While the B-1B is currently not nuclear capable, strategic bomber fleets as a whole (operated by Strategic Command) represent the very core of US strategic deterrent capability, which is why bombers have been used to deliver strategic messages to US adversaries.

In addition to participation in bomber training/operations, allies’ other areas of involvement in US nuclear deterrence include ballistic missile defence (BMD) and anti-submarine warfare (ASW). Japan has invested heavily in BMD over the past two decades or so, and ASW is one of the strongest capabilities of its Maritime Self-Defense Force. Given that China’s Jin-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines are now operational, constituting the country’s first credible sea-based nuclear deterrent, Japan–US cooperation in ASW has become even more important.

A Return of Nuclear Weapons to the Region?

The Trump administration’s 2018 NPR stated that the US would ‘in the longer term, pursue’ a modern Sea-Launched Cruise Missile – Nuclear (SLCM–N). This could have a significant impact on extended
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deterrence in North-East Asia. The 2018 NPR argued that SLCM as well as low-yield submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM) would ‘enhance the flexibility and responsiveness of US nuclear forces’ and emphasised the fact that SLCM will ‘not require or rely on host nation support to provide deterrent effect’.18 Despite some Democrats in the US being fiercely opposed to the further development of SLCM–N,19 the Biden administration took an early decision to begin research and development of a nuclear-armed SLCM.20

The SLCM–N issue raises a number of fundamental and politically sensitive questions about the future of extended nuclear deterrence in East Asia. For example, it highlights the issue of whether forward-deployed (and less-destructive) nuclear weapons make the US commitment more credible in the eyes of allies. Given the fact that the 2010 NPR argued that the role of the TLAM-N could be substituted by dual-capable aircraft (DCA) and strategic bombers, the US will need to explain why a new SLCM–N is needed. If China’s increasing capability is cited as a reason, what specific aspect will need to be addressed by the SLCM–N?21

Unlike DCA, SLCM–Ns will ‘not require or rely on host nation support’; however, as US Navy Virginia-class and Los Angeles-class attack submarines often visit foreign bases, including Yokosuka and Sasebo, this will inevitably cause domestic political controversies in Japan if and when those submarines are nuclear-armed. During the Cold War, Japan tacitly allowed nuclear visiting and transiting through a series of secret agreements and understandings between the two governments. All such arrangements were revealed in 2010. Subsequently, the Japanese Government’s position has been that, as there are no US vessels carrying nuclear weapons on a regular basis (with the exception of ballistic missile submarines), there is no need to worry about nuclear visiting.22 The development and deployment of the SLCM–N will present a new challenge for Tokyo.

18 Ibid., 52–55.
Finally, the role of the SLCM–N will have to be put in the context of a broader debate on the ways in which the US could address the ‘strike gap’ with China in a post-INF Treaty strategic environment. The low-yield SLCM that the 2018 NPR decided to pursue and is already being deployed should also be considered in this context. It needs to be remembered that only conventional missiles are envisaged regarding a possible deployment of intermediate-range missiles in Asia (and Europe for that matter). Nevertheless, given that many missiles in China’s arsenal are dual-capable and that both conventional and nuclear missiles constitute the deterrence posture of the US and its allies, dealing with conventional and nuclear missiles as if they were from different planets will become untenable. Further, even for conventional missiles, both Japan and South Korea will struggle to build a domestic consensus on accepting the deployment of US ground-based missiles on their territories, which could become one of the most difficult challenges in their respective alliances with the US.

***

Japan and South Korea face threats and challenges from both China and North Korea, and the reality is that the balance of military power is changing in Beijing’s favour, making extended deterrence, including nuclear deterrence, even more important. Both allies have strengthened and institutionalised their respective nuclear consultations with the US and increased their involvement, particularly in bomber operations, in the region. Nonetheless, it remains to be seen whether such measures will prove to be sufficient in view of China’s rapid build-up of its military, including its nuclear arsenal. A more fundamental rethinking of the allied deterrence posture in East Asia could turn out to be necessary.
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